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rebuilt, and had a portico added to it by L. Marcius
Philippus, the step-father of Augustus.191 The temple of
" Hercules Musarum" has been supposed by some to have
been dedicated to Hercules and the Muses; but Baum-
garten Crusius 192 rightly shows that the temple was
dedicated to Hercules as Musagetes, or ce leader of the
Muses." Indeed Eumenius, to whom we have already
referred; states that Fulvius Nobilior, when in Greece,
accepted ee Hercules Musagetes to be the companion, and
leader of the Muses."™
There is evidently an allusion to this temple on
the coins of the Pomponia family, some of which
have a figure of Hercules Musagetes, with the legend
HERCVLES MVSARVM.19* On these coins Hercules
is represented with a lyre, illustrated by the line of
Ovid/95 " Alnuit Alcides, increpuitque lyram." On other
coins of Q,. Pomponius Musa196 there are the represen-
tations of the nine Muses with their attributes. These
have been all identified by Borghesi, whose nomenclature
Nobilior ex pecunia" censorial fecit."    Eumen. L c. ; cf. Cic.
Arch. 11.
191	Suet, in Aug. 29 ; cf. Plin. xxxv. ch. 10, sect. 36.
192	Ad Suet, in Aug. 29.
193	« Fulvius Nobilior .... quod in Grajcia cum essot'impe-
rator, acceperat Herculem  Musageten   egse, id est, comitem
ducemgue Musarum"   Eumen. L c.    Yet it is   curious  that
Plutarch (Qucest. Rom. 59) speaks of a /S'ayjos 'HpawrXeove sal
194	Cohen, Mtd. Cons, Pomponia, No. 4 ; pi. xxxiv. No. 4.
195	Fast. vi. 810.
196	It mayjbe remarked that all the coins of Pomponius Musa
have an accent on the u, M^S A.   M. Cohen, who has written
an interesting essay on the " veritable pronunciation of Latin
from ancient coins" (Rev. Num. 1854:, p. 296, seq.), has shown
that this accent was intended to mark that the u should be pro-
nounced ou9 quoting as proof the coins of the Furia family, on
which both FOVEIVS and Ff El occur.

